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Abstract

The aim of this thesis is to develop a Java application, using Android plat-
form, to display in a mobile device the values taken by a Wireless Sensor
Network (WSN). For this purpose, in this papers, firstly I give a general
vision of what the Wireless Sensor Networks are. In particular, I wished to
provide a comprehensive analysis of the main component of the WSN: the
sensor node. I describe its hardware and software structural. The second
part of the thesis is dedicated to the implementation of the application. It
is listed which software were useful to the development and it explained how
the application has been built. In the last part of the thesis it is shown the
graphical result of the work obtained.
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CHAPTER

ONE

INTRODUCTION

During the recent years we have assisted to important advances in the net-

working field thanks to the exponential growth of technology. This is con-

firmed by the law of Moore: the number of transistors on integrated circuits

doubles approximately every two years [1]. Thus, rapid advances in the ar-

eas of sensor design, inexpensive and low-power electric circuits, information

technologies, and wireless networks have paved the way for the proliferation

of so called: ”Wireless Sensor Networks” (WSN) which promise to revolu-

tionize the way we live, work and interact with the physical environment.[2]

These networks assure the potential to interface the physical world

with the virtual (computing) world on an unprecedented scale and provide

practical usefulness in developing a large number of applications, includ-

ing the protection of civil infrastructures, automation systems, industrial

application, avionics, domotics and security, energy meter, greenhouses,

workhouses, environment monitoring and an endless of new application [3].

However, the design of wireless sensor networks introduces formidable chal-

lenges, since the required body of knowledge encompasses a whole range of

topics in the eld of electrical and computer engineering, as well as computer

science.[3] Wireless sensor networks are currently being offered as a subject

at advanced undergraduate and graduate levels at many universities around

the world and has been recognized such as the most promise technology by

different technology’s analyst and qualified magazine. Technology Review,

the magazine published by MIT, has identified this method to communicate

as one of the technology that will change the world [5].



Figure 1.1: Possible applications of WSN

WSNs have been actively researched since the late 1990s and they are

still in research and development stage. Over this time many groups of

engineers from a different universities have implemented several testbeds

and experimented with different kinds of deployment scenarios. At the

beginning, the first deployments were test networks with few devices and a

limited lifetime. A listing and short analysis of 50 environmental monitoring

is given by Hart and Martinez [6]

The University of California at Berkeley planned several projects in a

variety of sectors. The first example to mention is the implementation of

Wireless Sensor Network for Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) [7]. It

allows the estimation of the structural state (regarding civil works) and

detection of their changes that might affect the performance. The chosen

test bed is the Golden Gate Bridge in San Francisco Bay.

Another project realized is Wireless Sensor Networks for Habitat Mon-

itoring [8]. The objective of project is the monitoring sea-bird nesting en-

vironment and behaviour is presented. In this case the test bed chosen is

small island off the coast of Maine.

In Italy a team of specialist engineers from University of Padova was

working in one of the largest WSN in Europe called ”Wireless Sensor Net-

work for city-Wide Ambient Intelligence” [9]. The aim of the project is

to demonstrate the feasibility of large-scale, composed by around 350 sen-
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Figure 1.2: Wireless sensor Nodes in the Golden Gate Bridge

sors node, whereby tiny objects integrating one or more environmental sen-

sors (temperature, humidity, luminosity), a microcontroller and a wireless

transceiver are deployed over a large area, which in this case involves the

buildings of the Department of Information Engineering (DEI) at Padova.[10]

Figure 1.3: Wireless sensor Nodes at DEI

Further projects to mention include researchers from the University of

Southampton have built a glacial environment monitoring system using

WSNs in Norway [11]. They collect data from sensor nodes installed within

the ice and the sub-glacial sediment without the use of wires which could dis-

turb the environment. PODS (Programmable Oceanic Devices) in Hawaii

monitor the weather conditions and rare plants [12]. CORIE (Columbia

River Ecosystem) measures the temperature and pressure at stations lo-

cated in the Columbia River [13]. NIMS (Networked Infomechanical Sys-

tem) monitors the solar radiation in forest environments [14].

Thus, technology is becoming extremely useful and nowadays one of the

most important social needs is to have available information. We could col-

lect a large amount of data to process every single action we take in our

everyday routines. We are assisting a technology revolution: sensors, ma-

chines and computers are beginning to communicate each other wirelessly
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in ways that could dwarf traffic between familiar devices like smathphones.

Recently research done by ONWorld (a business incorporation of research

and specialize on smart technology) talks about spread of smart WSNs

proves that over the past two year their market has doubled [15]. The

article confirms that the installed wireless industrial field devices will in-

crease by 553 percent between 2011 and 2016 when there will be nearly 24

million wireless-enabled sensors and actuators, or sensing points, deployed

worldwide.

This thesis is structured in five chapters. The second chapter ”Wireless

sensor Networks” gives a general notion of WSNs, their application and re-

quirements and analyses in detail the most important element that compose

a WSN: the sensor node. The third chapter ”Application Implementation”

describes the application, the software requirement for the implementation

and it is explained how the work has been realized. The fourth chapter

”Application Performance” shows the graphical result obtained of the ap-

plication. Finally, the fifth chapter draws the conclusions of the thesis.
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CHAPTER

TWO

WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS

2.1 Wireless Sensor Networks

Wireless Sensor Networks consist of a large number of devices spread through-

out a given area. These devices called sensors operate autonomously and

are equipped with the capability of sensing the physical environment, data

processing, and communicating wirelessly with other sensors. WSNs are a

very specific class of the so-called ad hoc networks [10]. Ad hoc network

are characterised by the fact that devices are self-organized and are able

to communicate without a centralized base station. WSN differs from a ad

hoc network because a sensor network is made up of tinies devices which

are capable to sense and take measures from the surrounding environment.

In a wireless ad hoc network, a group of wireless nodes spontaneously

form a network without any fixed and centralized infrastructure. Whenever

two nodes want to communicate, intermediate nodes are called upon to

forward packets and form a multi-hop wireless route. Due to possibilities of

node mobility, the topology is dynamic and routing protocols are proposed

to search for end-to-end paths [16]. The network nodes rely on peers for

all or most of the services needed and for basic needs of communications.

Due to the absence of centralized control and management, nodes rely on

fully distributed and self-organizing protocols to coordinate their activities.

Distributed protocols need to accommodate dynamic changes at any given

time: a node may join or leave the network arbitrarily, links may be broken

and nodes may be powered down as a result of node failures or intentional

user actions [17].

If the WSN wants to communicate with another network (e.g. through
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the Internet) exists a special node call sink node which typically is connected

to others networks through a gateway.

Figure 2.1: A sample WSN scenario

2.2 Sensor Node

The sensor node is capable of performing some processing, gathering sensed

information and communicating with other nodes in the network. A typical

structure of a sensor hardware(see Figure 2.2) consists of a microproces-

sor, a memory , analogyc sensors (transductor amd actuator), analog to

digital converters (ADCs), a data transceiver and a power supply. Recent

implementation of wireless sensors also incorporate a serial connection (e.g.

though a USB interface) which is used for programming but can also be

employed for power supply.

Figure 2.2: Architecture of a sensor node
[18]
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2.2.1 Hardware

The transductor is device able to measure physical phenomena or environ-

ment conditions. It transforms this data in an electric signal. Transductor

for instance could be analog sensors of temperature, humidity, luminos-

ity, pressure, as well as smoke detectors or toxic substance detectors. [19]

Instead, actuators are device able to interact with the environment in dif-

ferent ways. Examples of actuators are mechanic arms, valves, sprinklers

but also alarms, loudspeakers, video projectors. A sensor node can include

several transductors and actuators which is what determinates its the cost,

functionality and the energy the overall network.

The Central Processing Unit provides the necessary intelligence to

the device for operate autonomously. Different topologies of logic circuit can

behave as CPU. Commonly a microcontroller with reduced consumption

is chosen. It is also possible to incorporate an integrated circuit such as

Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) or a Digital Signal Processing

(DSP) or an Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) to reduce the

computation times.

The Analog to Digital Converter ADC translate the continuous elec-

tric quantities (a voltage) received from the transductor to a discrete repre-

sentation in digital form. Analogously the node often includes a Digital to

Analog Converter (DAC) which performs the reverse operation, transform-

ing numerical signals from the microcrontroller to electric signals to pilot

actuators.

The memory unit is useful to store the data read and to store the appli-

cation and the operating system.However, low-power microprocessors have

limited storage, typically less than 10 kbytes of RAM (RandomAccessMemory)

for data and less than 100 kbytes of ROM (ReadOnlyMemory) for program

storage. Designers typically incorporate larger amounts of flash storage,

perhaps a megabyte, on a separate chip [19].

The transceiver has the function to communicate with others nodes.

The communications between sensors nodes are via radio. WSN radios

consume about 20 mW and the amount of energy increases rapidly with

distance. More energy is required for data communication than any other

process.

The power supply is a crucial system component, sensor nodes operate

with limited energy budgets and the energy consumption of the sensor node

must to be controlled.
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The possible methods to provide power to the node can be classify in

three groups: store energy (i.e., batteries), distribute power to the node

(i.e., a wire) and scavenge available ambient power at the node (i.e., a solar

cell). It is also possible a combination of this methods [21].

In a WSN it is very important to reduce the power consumed above if

we want the a longest lifetime of devices. Thus, it is possible to reduce the

power consumed with developing design methodologies and architectures

which help in energy aware design of sensor networks. The lifetime of a

sensor network can be increased significantly if the operating system are

designed to be energy aware. Power management in radios is very important

because radio communications consumes a lot of energy during operation of

the system. Another aspect of sensor nodes is that a sensor node also acts a

router and a majority of the packets which the sensor receives are meant to

be forwarded [20]. Therefore, using an efficient routing it possible balance

the energy consumption between nodes.

Traffic can also be distributed in such a way as to maximize the life of

the network. It is better that the load of the traffic be distributed more

uniformly throughout the network.[20]

Devices are designed to avoid excessive energy consumption to minimise

the average current drawn. Thus, there are three state wherein a node can

be put: sleep state, operational state and idle state:

Figure 2.3: States of Sensor Node

• Operational state: consists in transmit state and receive state. The

time that the device spends in this state is very short: milliseconds or

less.

• Idle state: A transceiver that is ready to receive but is not currently

receiving anything is said to be in an idle state. In this idle state, many
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parts of the receive circuitry are active, and others can be switched

off.

• Sleep state: significant parts of the transceiver are switched off.

These sleep states differ in the amount of circuitry switched off and

in the associated recovery times and start up energy.

2.2.2 Software

In addition to hardware platforms, several software platforms have also been

developed specifically for WSNs. Among these, the most well known and

diffused platform is the TinyOS [22] which is specially designed for resource

constrained low power, low memory processors. TynyOS, as the definition

of its website, is an open-source operating system developed by Berkeley

University for wireless embedded sensor networks. TinyOS incorporates

a component based architecture, which minimizes the code size and pro-

vides a flexible platform for implementing new communication protocols.

Its component library includes network protocols, distributed services, sen-

sor drivers and data acquisition tools, which can be further refined for a

specific application requirements. TinyOS is based on an event driven exe-

cution model that enables fine-grained power management strategies. Most

of the existing software code for communication protocols today is written

for the TinyOS platform and a wide community uses TinyOS in simulation

to develop and test own algorithms and protocols.

Commonly, the applications to interface with the user are developed in

C programming and be compiled from the specific microcontroller of the

node sensor used.

Example of sensor node

TelosB and Tmote sky are example of sensor node, both were developed

by University of California. They were developed to have a low power con-

sumption, easy to use and to increase the hardware and software robustness.

TelosB is the most sophisticated versions of the COTS (Commercial

Off-the-Shelf component) motes [23]. It has low power consumption, better

radio range, radio interface with better noise immunity and various power

down modes.

TelosB has the feature that it can be in sleep state for the majority of

the time and wake up very fast to operate and returns to the sleep state
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Figure 2.4: TelosB

once the process is completed. Hence, the power consumption is minimal.

TelosB is powered by two AA batteries and has also a USB port. If the

platform is connected to the USB port for programming or communication,

power is given from the host computer. If the platform is always connected

to the USB interface, no battery pack is required.

TelosB nodes use the CC2420 radio chip for communications in the 2.4

GHz band, in accordance to the IEEE 802.15.4 standard to exchange and

use information in a seamless manner with other instruments.[24] Their

maximum transmission power is 1mW within the 2400-2480 MHz bandwidth

and an effective data rate of 250 kbps [10]

Other main features are: incorporated onboard antenna, low current

usage, microcontroller of 8 MHz with 10 kb RAM, programming and in-

formation accumulation through USB, 1 MB outside flash for information

logging, 12bit-ADC and 12bit-DAC, optional sensor suite including incor-

porated temperature (range: -40◦ C to 123.8◦ C), light (range: 320nm to

730nm) and humidity sensor (range: 0 to 100 %) [24].

TelosB is completely compatible with the open source TinyOS distribu-

tion. The energy efficient software developed by manufacturers to support

big scale, self-assembling sensor networks.

2.2.3 Temperature and Humidity Sensor

A commonly sensor integrated on TelosB is SHT11 (see Figure) manufac-

tured by Sensirion AG. A unique capacitive sensor element is used to mea-

sure relative humidity, while temperature is measured by a band-gap sensor.

Both sensors are produced with a CMOS technology, are coupled to a 14bit

A/D converter and a serial interface circuit and provide a fully calibrated

digital output [26].
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Figure 2.5: Sht11 humidity and temperature sensor

The capacitive sensor method consist of convert physical properties into

electrical signals. For example, in the parallel plate model, that is a capac-

itor consisting of two parallel conductive plates separated by a dielectric.

The dielectric for SHT11 is a polymer which absorbs or releases water pro-

portional to the relative environmental humidity with a certain permittivity

ε [3].

The capacitance is determined as:

C =
ε · A
d

(2.1)

where A is the plate area and d is the distance between the two plates.

Thus, if the permittivity of the dielectric changes, even the capacitance,

and thereby the humidity changes.

2.3 Applications

Applications for WSNs may either be traditional ones, in which the wired

cabling is replaced by WSN, or completely new. The most convenient im-

plementation is where human observation is almost impossible, where wired

cabling are difficult to install or the cost is excessive. Their rapid and easy

deployment is due to the small size node and maintenance free operations.

Further, the integration and local processing of data measuring several dif-

ferent qualities enable a completely new type of applications.

The physical quantities that can be measured are diverse. The most

common measured qualities are temperature, humidity, pressure, accelera-

tion (vibration), sound, light, infrared magnetic fields, radiation, location
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(GPS), chemical composition, and mechanical stress. As a consequence of

extensive possibilities, the envisioned applications for WSNs are manifold.

The miniaturization of sensing devices allows the embedding of small WSN

nodes as an unnoticeable part of the everyday life. The most typical appli-

cation domains for WSNs are the following: [25] [34]

• Home automation: WSNs are key building blocks for smart homes.

The central control of lighting, heating, ventilation and air condi-

tioning, local and remote management of home appliances, motorized

blinds and curtains are examples of usage possibilities [27].

• Environmental monitoring: Random deployments on large-scale

areas make the monitoring of agriculture and wildlife easier. It can

be used also for animal tracking, forest surveillance, flood detection,

and weather forecasting. Further, WSNs may be used in catastrophe

(e.g. wildfire, earthquake, tsunami) warning systems and in disaster

relief [28].

• Industrial Sensing: WSNs have a potential for replacing traditional

cabling in monitoring and control systems in factories. Sensor nodes

can be deeply embedded into machines to monitor their health and to

ensure safe operation [29].

• Military: In military applications, the rapid deployment of WSNs

allows instant use of data. Usage scenarios of WSN data are wide-

ranging in intelligence, include large-scale acoustic ocean surveillance

systems, detection of submarines and targeting. Further, WSNs can

be a part of the communication infrastructure [30].

• Security: Compared to existing wired alarm systems, WSNs allow

easier deployment, adaptivity, and error robustness. The increasing

demand for security and alarm system is evident in home, office, and

other public environments such as airports and factories [31].

• Traffic control: WSNs allows the easy vehicles monitoring and con-

trol of traffic conditions especially at peak times. Temporary situ-

ations such as roadworks and accidents can be monitored. Further,

the integration of monitoring can significantly improve the city traffic

management and reduce the emission of carbon dioxide [32].

• Health care: WSNs can be used into a hospital building to track and

monitor physiological data of patient and all medical resources. Body
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sensor networks, a kind of special sensor implanted for healthcare

purpose can measure blood pressure, body temperature and electro-

cardiograph [33].

Independent of the application domain, the main functionalities of WSN

applications are data gathering and processing. The type of gathered data

and the nature of processing depend on the application. In spite of the

diversity of applications and domains, four main tasks that are independent

of application domain can be identified:

• Monitoring: Detect the value of a parameter in a given location or

the coverage area of the network. Typically, the task is completed

using periodic measurements.

• Event Detection: Detect the occurrence of events of interest and

their parameters

• Object classification: Identify an object or event. In general, this

task requires the combination of data from several sources and a col-

laborative processing to conclude the result.

• Object tracking: Trace the movements and position of a mobile

object within the coverage area of the network.

In addition to the data gathering. WSNs may also implement control

or actuating functionality. The control can be either integrated into the

network or controlled by a central entity. The integrated control makes de-

cisions based on the information available locally whereas the central con-

trol entity can exploit data available from the entire network. On the other

hand, the integrated control operations are faster because of the lack of data

routing delay. The control operations are performed either by integrated

actuators though external Input/Output or by separate actor nodes.

2.4 Requirements for WSNs

The requirements for a deployed WSN depend of the application and the

operating environment. Hence, it is not possible to establish a specific

generalization of the requirements. Nonetheless, WSN applications possess

several common characteristics, based on which general requirements for

the node platforms, protocols, and applications can be defined [34][35].
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• Fault tolerance: It may be that nodes fail or be blocked certain

amount of time for hardware or software reasons (due to harsh envi-

ronment, depletion of batteries, or external inference make networks

prone to errors). The failure of a node results in disconnection from

the network. Thus, WSNs must be robust against failures or individ-

ual nodes or even all nodes in a certain location [36].

• Lifetime: The network lifetime is a crucial issue in WSNs. The nodes

are battery-powered or the energy is scavenged from the environment

and their maintenance is difficult. Energy saving and load balancing

must be taken into account in the design and implementation of WSN

protocol platforms, protocols, and applications [37].

• Scalability: The number of nodes is WSN is typically high and it is

important for to provide redundancy and to improve the fault toler-

ance of the network. While the scale partly depends on the covered

area, the replication of nodes, limited sensing coverage, and appli-

cations requirements also call for dense deployments in small areas.

Thus, the WSN protocols must deal with high densities and numbers

of nodes [38].

• Realtime: WSNs are tightly related to the real world. Therefore,

strict timing constraints for sensing, processing, and communication

are present in WSNs. For example, on a realtime identification of

an event, first the stimulations from sensors must be captured, the

obtained data processed, and the event identified. Finally, the result

should be passed instantly through the network [39].

• Security: The need for security in WSNs is evident, especially in

heath care, security, and military applications. Most of the applica-

tions relay data that contain private or confidential information. In

general, the security requirements for WSNs are difficult to fulfil due

to complex and time consuming algorithms and the limited resources

of nodes [40].

• Production cost: The number of nodes in WSNs is high, and once

nodes run out of batteries they are replaced by new ones. Further,

WSNs are envisioned to be everywhere. Therefore, to make the de-

ployments possible, the nodes should be extremely how cost [41].
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• Programmability: Not only will it be necessary for the nodes to pro-

cess information, but also they will have to react flexibly on changes in

their tasks. These nodes should be programmable, and their program-

ming must be changeable during operation when new tasks become

important.A fixed way of information processing is insufficient [42].
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CHAPTER

THREE

APPLICATION IMPLEMENTATION

The main aim of the thesis is to design and implement an application which

allows the user to select a sensor from all the deployed working sensors, in

order to provide the environment measures (temperature, humidity, lumi-

nosity) and display the data read by using a mobile phone.

The rest of this section discusses the main contributions brought by this

thesis, i.e.:

• the software utilized to implement the application

• the simulation network utilized

• the development of the user interface

3.1 Software Requirement

The development of the user friendly application exploited using the An-

droid platform [43]. Android is an open-source software stack created for

mobile phones and other devices and is built on top of Linux kernel and

GNU software. The software stack of the Android runs Java applications

using Java core libraries. Each instance of Java application runs on its own

Virtual Machine(VM) called Dalvik [43].

Android is freely available to manufacturers for customization, there

are no fixed hardware and software configurations [44]. However, Android

itself supports features. The following listed (from ”Beginning Android

Application Development”, Wei Meng Lee)[44] are some of them which used

in the project:
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• Storage: Uses SQLite, a lightweight relational database, for data

storage. SQLite has been used to save the data read and images used

by the application development [45].

• Connectivity: Supports GSM/EDGE (Global System for Mobile

Communications - Enhanced Data rates for GSM Evolution) , IDEN

(Integrated Digital Enhanced Network), CDMA (Code Division Mul-

tiple Access), EV-DO (Evolution-Data Optimized), UMTS (Univer-

sal Mobile Telecommunications System), Bluetooth, LTE (Long Term

Evolution), WiMAX (Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Ac-

cess) and WiFi (e.g. standard IEEE 802.11 [46]) which have be used

for this application.

• Messaging: Supports both SMS (Short Message System) and MMS

(Multimedia Messaging Service).

• Web browser: Based on the open-source WebKit, together with

Chromes V8 JavaScript engine

• Media support: includes support for the following media: H.263

, H.264 (in 3GP or MP4 container [49] ),MPEG-4 SP (Moving Pic-

ture Experts Group 4 Simple Profile, AMR (Adaptive Multi Rate),

AMR-WB (Adaptive Multi Rate Wideband) (in 3GP container), AAC

(Advanced Audio Coding) , HE-AAC (High-Efficiency Advanced Au-

dio Coding)(in MP4 or 3GP container), MP3 ( Moving Picture Expert

Group-1/2 Audio Layer 3 ) (e.g. file type: .mp3 [47], MIDI (Musical

Instrument Digital Interface) (e.g. file type: Type 0 and 1 (.mid,

.xmf, .mxmf) [48]), OggVorbis ,WAV (WAVEform audio file format),

JPEG ( Joint Photographic Experts Group), PNG (Portable Network

Graphics), GIF (Graphics Interchange Format), and BMP (bitmap

image file).

• Hardware support: Accelerometer Sensor, Camera, Digital Com-

pass, Proximity Sensor, and GPS ( Global Positioning System).

• Multi touch: Supports multi-touch screens

• Multi tasking: Supports multi-tasking applications.

• Flash support: Android 2.3 and upper version support Flash 10.1
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• Tethering: Supports sharing of Internet connections as a wired/wireless

hotspot.

The software required by any Android application are free and readily

available on the Web:

• Eclipse: [50] is the integrated development environment(IDE) and

is a multi-language software development environment featuring an

extensible plug-in system. It can be used to develop various types of

applications, using languages such as Java, Ada, C, C++, COBOL,

Python, etc.

• JDK (Java Development Kit): a software development kit (SDK)

to product Java programs.

• SDK (Software development kit): provides the API Application

programming interface libraries and developer tools necessary to build,

test, and debug apps for Android.

• ADT (Android Development Tools):is a plugin for Eclipse that

provides a professional-grade development environment for building

Android apps. It is a full Java IDE with advanced features to help

building, testing, debugging and packaging Android apps.

• AVD (Android Virtual Device): is an emulator configuration

that allows to model an actual device by defining hardware and soft-

ware options to be emulated.

Figure 3.1: Example of Android Virtual Device

Further software used to develop the application:
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• Apache: a public-domain open source Web server developed by a

loosely knit group of programmers and anyone can adapt the server

for specific needs [51].

3.2 Android and Sensors

As a side note, we give some insights about Android platform and sensors.

Android supports several sensors via the class

android.hardware.SensorManager. It is possible to identify the sensors that

are on a device by creating an instance of the SensorManager class, which is

done by calling the getSystemService() method. Sensor types supported by

the Android platform are: accelerometer, temperature, gravity, gyroscope,

light, linear acceleration, magnetic field, orientation, pressure, proximity,

relative humidity and rotation vector [52].

3.3 TestGateway

Because input environment values cannot be directly extracted from wire-

less sensors, for this thesis it has been used a simulated virtual scenario

TestGateway project developed by the SIGnet group mentioned in the in-

troduction. TestGateway replicates exactly the behaviour and performance

of a real WSN. Thus, to calculate the temperature, humidity and luminosity

a simple function has been used that transforms a given ADC data into the

corresponding value of the parameters.

TestGateway is the simulation of a WSN and below is a diagram showing

how TestGateway works. The simulation has many tasks but in this figure

it is represented only the one concerning the application.
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Figure 3.2: Diagram of TestGateway

Figure 3.3: Diagram of TestGateway

The work of TestGateway interface is easy and intuitive to understand.

The client identify itself via mobile with username and password, and re-

quires the access to the wireless sensor network. The application accepts

and responds showing which sensors are available for the interrogation. The

client selects the device in which is interested, then the application, through

a menu, shows the possible resources to choose for the data reading.
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The following diagram shows the Activities of TestGateway. Activity

is an application component that provides a screen with which users can

interact in order to do something. Each activity is given a window in which

to plot its graphic user interface [55].

Figure 3.4: Activities of TestGateway

3.4 User interface development

Once it was explained how the simulated network works, now we analyze

the steps made to run the application and to display the graphic interface

with the sensor information visualization.

The Java application (Remote Control) which interact with TestGate-

way owns a subclass of the super class ”peripheral” for any resources avail-

able for the consulting. The class contain a method that allow the access

to the file which contains the information of the resource.
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The first step was the creation of the pertinent sub-class for the ap-

plication,that is, those referred to temperature, humidity and luminosity.

Each one of these sub-class performs dual functions and have dual meth-

ods. .There is a method call get() which has a special role. I must to clarify

that to make easier it was decided to take value from an existing resource

(correspond to an existing file) and to transform it in the physical measure

to display. The resource chosen was the ADC. The method takes the value

allocated to the ADC and transforms it in a temperature, humidity and

luminosity value. This is done by using a simple linear function matching

each dimension. We assume to use a 12bit- ADC so the possibility value

span from 0 to 4095. Thus, the lower(highest) data of the ADC corresponds

at the lower(highest) values that each physical property can assume.

The following graphics plot the relation between ADC and the measures.

Figure 3.5: ADC Fuction

A widget was added as type button (typed View Data) in the Device

Activity (widgets are user interface (UI) elements to use on the Application

screen [56]). After clicking the View Data button the user will be directed

to Secondary Activity in order to visualize the obtained values.

The layout of Secondary Activity consists in of widgets as type Im-

ageView and two buttons. In the first column the application will display

temperature, humidity and luminosity icons and beside them their values.

The values will change every time that the value of the ADC changes.

Thus, for the management of graphical images used to display on the

screen a small size database was created. The database are stores the paths

of the picture allocation useful for the display. The application executes

a query which returns the image that will put in each widget as type im-

ageView.

Finally, Secondary Activity gives the possibility to turn back and take

a new data and/or save the data reading in a database which also saves
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current data and current time.

The application has been tested on a Samsung mobile having Android

2.3.6 version.
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CHAPTER

FOUR

APPLICATION PERFORMANCE

This chapter illustrates the final result of the work. The following pictures

show screen captures taken while running the application. Screen captures

were made on Dalvik Debug Monitor Server (DDMS) [53]. DDMS is a

debugging tool that is integrated with Eclipse to provide screen captures

from android device or emulator and services like port forwarding, thread,

Logcat and more information [54]. The pictures show the user interfaces and

functional implementations added of the TestGateway activities explained

in the above section. It is also shown the new activity (Secondary Activity)

created for the visualization of temperature, humidity and luminosity.

4.1 Select Resources

This activity shows the resources which a sensor node owns. In this activity

were added the three environment measures wanted to be sensed (called

TempS, LumS, HumS). When the user clicks on the check box the resources

are activated for the use.

Figure 4.1: New Resurces added
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4.2 Device

In the Device Activity the function was added which informs the user that

the resource were switched on. The button ”View Data”, which has also

been added, directs the user to the Secondary Activity for the visualization

of data.

Figure 4.2: Resource On

4.3 Data Values

The figure 4.3 represents the layout of the Secondary Activity. On the screen

are displayed the corresponding readings related to two different values of

the ADC. On the left it is shown the values for an ADC equal to 1800. In

the right it is shown the values for an ADC equal to 1300. The button at

the bottom of the screen allows the user either turn back or to save the data

readings. By salving the data the user will be directed to a new activity

that informs the success of the action.
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Figure 4.3: Data values

Figure 4.4: Data Saved
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CHAPTER

FIVE

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Nowadays to have information at hand is becoming not only a convenience

but almost a need. The way to have the information that we want is easy,

we just have to take our mobile phone. It will be interesting if in a near

future all of us will be able to control our houses with a simple pocket

device. We can affirm that is possible mixing together WSNs and mobile

application technologies. The application field of this set of technology is

very large and developers and programmers are still working to integrate

them in our life.

The goals of the thesis have been achieved using Java in Android plat-

form. Several possible approaches and techniques to develop the interface

can be implemented. Therefore, Java was used because of its simplify and

usability challenges.

The application realized might apply in a real WSN to take real values

in a real practical scenario. There are many ways that the application could

be improved. For example, others functions cam be added that allow the

user to research through the data saved which node presents the highest

temperature, or which node receives less light. Going further, it will be

interesting if the application by itself takes values in intervals of times and

announces the user (e.g. an acoustic signal) when the data goes over or

below a specific threshold.
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